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Abstract: Drawing upon the componential theory of creativity and social information processing theory, this research elucidates how and why the synergy of green HR practices and green strategies stimulate green creativity. It also explores the possible mediation effect of green transformational leadership (TFL) on the relationship between organizational interventions and green creativity. Survey questionnaires were used to collect data from managers working in large manufacturing firms. The structural equation modeling technique was applied to test the hypothesized relationships. Findings of research revealed that green management initiatives and green TFL stimulate green creativity. Moreover, the intervening impact of green TFL on the relationship between the aforementioned relationships was also established. Policymakers should devise green strategies and provide support to green HR practices for the stimulation of green creativity, whereas HR managers must ensure the compatibility of HR functions with corresponding organizational green strategies. Employees involved in green creative behaviors should be rewarded and retained. Training must be provided in order to keep employees abreast of the latest practices for environment conservation. Furthermore, managers should exhibit a green TFL style to advance green management initiatives and fuel green creativity among employees. This study highlights the significance of the synergy between green HR practices and the firm’s green strategies to stimulate employees’ green creativity. Furthermore, green management initiatives were also found to be the contextual precursor of green TFL, which enhances our understanding of the green TFL style. Lastly, the mediation effect of green TFL implies that it can serve as a proximal HR outcome to implement the organizational green agenda.
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1. Introduction

Global warming and devastating environmental pollution have increased the need for environmentalism. Therefore, corporations are now dealing with more environmentally concerned stakeholders [1]. Strict environmental regulations, increasing demand for green products, and pressure to comply with international standards are a reflection of stakeholders’ focus on environmental issues [2,3]. To mitigate pressure from various stakeholders, firms have adopted environmental management systems, which enhances their corporate image and competitive advantage [4]. In today’s competitive business world, organizations are producing green products to respond to consumers’ environmentalism. To do so, green creativity serves as a competitive weapon to deal with increased competition and customers’ demands [5]. Scholars have argued that the adoption of green creativity leads towards first-mover advantage in resource-efficient production of green products, which ultimately boosts market share [6,7].
Environmental management philosophy originates from the top-level management of any organization. It is now imperative for corporations to adopt environmentally friendly policies to stimulate green creativity [8]. Green creativity was defined as “the development of new ideas about green products, green services, green processes, or green practices that are judged to be original, novel, and useful” [5]. Green creativity transforms the products into sustainable green products that fulfill the organizational green agenda by reducing environmental degradation [9]. For increased understanding, different studies have explored multiple antecedents of green creativity, both at individual and organizational levels. For example, [10] identified that green transformational leadership (TFL) stimulates green creativity in workers, while [11] argued that green human resource management (GHRM) promotes green innovation. These findings corroborate the views presented in various studies that green creative behavior can be nurtured through numerous factors along with leadership [1,6,12]. However, few studies have uncovered the integrative effect of green human resource (HR) practices and organizational strategies (hereafter, green management initiatives) in stimulating green creativity through green TFL.

In pursuit of a green agenda, organizations are actively engaged in the creation of pro-environmental behaviors within employees through practices of green human resource management (GHRM) [13]. According to [14], GHRM is “the HRM aspects of environmental management”. Various scholars [11,15] have stressed the importance of the proper implementation of green HR practices to promote green creativity. On the other hand, green strategies of the firm lead toward better achievement of organizational goals that are related to environmental care [16]. Green strategies reflect the focus of top leadership toward the reduction of carbon footprint. Therefore, this study postulates that both strategic direction and green HR practices can become a foundation for enhancing the green creativity of employees. This is in line with the suggestions proposed by [17], who highlighted the need for an alignment of HR practices and organizational strategies in order to achieve better outcomes. Similarly, the study by [16] also emphasized that the green management initiatives produce a synergetic impact to increase firms’ environmental performance.

Additionally, the implementation of green management initiatives largely depends upon the leadership style exhibited by managers. Nurturing green creativity among employees remains a major concern for organizational managers [18]. The behavior and characteristics of leaders strongly affect the behavior of individuals [19]. Green TFL influences the subordinates to achieve environmental goals and objectives through inspiration, which leads towards performance beyond expectations and resultant green creativity [5]. Therefore, complete support from top management along with HR practices that are focused on the green agenda could lead the managers to exhibit green TFL. The role of green TFL in producing pro-environmental behavior among employees has been widely acknowledged in the literature [10,20,21]. Hence, this research proposes that green management initiatives create an organizational environment, which requires the managers to stimulate green creativity through green TFL.

This research also extends knowledge about organizational initiatives and creativity by exploring the mechanism through which green management initiatives promote green TFL that leads toward employees’ green creativity. Although the direct relationship between green TFL and creativity has been examined in prior research, the role of green management initiatives in promoting green TFL has been considerably overlooked. Therefore, this study aims to identify how green management initiatives may affect green creativity through green TFL. Furthermore, this research explains why green management initiatives are essential in promoting green creativity. This study advances the green TFL literature, in particular, and leadership literature, in general, by proposing green management initiatives as an antecedent to green TFL. Lastly, this investigation also speculates that green TFL may serve as a proximal HR outcome that ensures the implementation of HR strategies.

The remainder of this research paper is organized as follows. Next section details theories and hypotheses development. Section 3 will present the research methodology, while
Section 4 details the results obtained after data analysis. Lastly, Section 5 deals with discussion, theoretical implications, managerial implications, and limitations of the research.

2. Theories and Development of Hypotheses

2.1. Componential Theory of Creativity and Social Information Processing Theory

This research draws upon the componential theory of creativity [22] and social information processing theory [23]. Ref. [24] explained that “all humans with normal capacities are able to produce at least moderately creative work in some domain, some of the time and that the social environment (the work environment) can influence both the level and the frequency of creative behavior”. This theory presents three within-individual components, which are domain-relevant skills (i.e., technical skills, knowledge, and expertise), creativity-relevant processes (i.e., cognitive style, risk-taking, and out-of-the-box thinking), and task motivation (i.e., passion and intrinsic motivation). However, the fourth component is related to the occupational environment in which employees operate. Creativity would be the highest when a person having a high level of knowledge and innovative thinking operates in an exceptionally creative work environment [24]. Therefore, this research posits that green HR practices and green strategies would serve as outside factors that will foster creative behavior through a supportive work environment. On the other hand, green TFL would enhance the motivation, knowledge, and skills of the employees that enables them to implement the creative ideas. Different researchers [6,11,25,26] have also explored outside factors such as GHRM, leadership, management support, and innovative climate that nurture employees’ creativity.

In addition, social information processing theory is used to propose the relationship between green management initiatives and green TFL. This research speculates that green TFL would be developed through green management initiatives. According to the social information processing theory, the actions and attitudes of individuals form according to the social environment in which they operate [23]. Hence, the focus of management towards environmental care coupled with green HR practices may lead the managers towards the exhibition of green TFL style. This is in line with the view of [16], who provided empirical support for the development of green leadership through organizational policies and work environments.

2.2. Green Management Initiatives and Green Creativity

Green creativity is “the development of new ideas about green products, green services, green processes, or green practices that are judged to be original, novel, and useful” [5]. Green strategy, on the other hand, refers to the extent to which green activities are mirrored in organizational strategies for green performance enhancement [27]. The perception of environmental issues in the eyes of top management would directly affect the strategic direction of the organization. Management with environmental focus pays attention to alleviate issues that are related to pollution and environmental degradation; hence, it affects their strategic choice [28]. Similarly, a study conducted by [9] found that the leaders’ interests and motivation for sustainability become the primary reason for achieving organizational green performance through green strategies. Moreover, the green strategy ensures the deployment of necessary resources for the promotion of green culture within firms. Consequently, this culture cultivates green innovation among employees by making them aware of the sensitivity of environmental issues [11].

Even though green strategy acts as a required condition and necessary element to promote sustainable performance, its integration with green HR practices mobilizes human resources so that they may come up with creative techniques for the preservation of the environment [28]. Therefore, the green strategy requires synergy with green HR practices for better implementation of the green agenda [16]. Following the perceptive of [12], the HRM system through green HR practices provides support for the execution of organizational green strategy. Ref. [12] further added that green HRM, coupled with leadership support, promotes employees’ green creativity. Furthermore, green HR practices, which
largely accentuate ecological influences and environmental protection of the firm, serve as an apparent link between employees’ innovative behavior and corporate environmental strategy [29,30].

The need to follow fine-grained HR practices rather than standardized HR practices must be emphasized in order to build a diverse pool of capable workers who have a higher level of awareness related to environmental problems [31]. Green HR practices focus on workforce development that acknowledges the significance of exhibiting green behaviors and give value to nature-friendly activities [32]. Furthermore, green HR practices can strengthen the green capability of organizational workers by hiring those who are already mindful of environmental sustainability [33]. Similarly, the training on eco-friendly skills enthuses employees’ knowledge of the green tasks, whereas a green performance management system aids in promoting green behavior among the employees [12]. Green recruitment and selection apply emphasis on employees’ perception, expertise, and knowledge toward environmental protection activities, and it tends to choose the individuals with a higher level of environmentalism. Therefore, the workforce selected through green selection techniques is better prepared to grasp the environmental management priorities of the organizations [14]. Based on the above-presented arguments, this research hypothesizes the following statement:

**Hypothesis 1 (H1). Green management initiatives positively influence green creativity.**

2.3. Green Management Initiatives and Green TFL

Green management initiatives serve as a guiding factor for the organizational members in fulfilling the green agenda of the organization. It provides direction, skills, knowledge, and necessary resources for attaining the objective of environmental care. Top management commitment is a significant factor in cultivating a green environment within firms [34]. Environmental care initiatives depend on the thinking of policymakers, whether they understand the importance of green goals or otherwise [35]. Considering the view of [36], effective implementation of green agenda largely depends on the strategies adopted by top management. Similarly, [37] found that the pro-environment policies positively influence the environmental performance of the firms.

Drawing on social information processing theory, this research posits that leaders usually adopt a leadership style that is consistent with the strategies and environment of the company. Green HR policies and the strategic direction of the firm would certainly guide the managers regarding a suitable leadership style for the implementation of the organizational agenda. Following the perspective of [38], organizational strategic focus shapes the behavior of managers and employees. Moreover, the study by [39] argued that the environmentally specific leadership style persuades the employees to adopt green practices for the reduction of hazardous impact on the environment. The HR practices such as recruitment, selection, rewarding, and performance management would mirror the strategic direction of firms through embedded green goals in the whole HR system. Consequently, managers will exhibit a green leadership style when their promotion and performance judgment would depend on the facilitation provided by them to enhance employees’ green knowledge.

Green TFL is considered a vital tool in the organization’s environmental management system [40]. Policies and strategies of the organization are implemented through their managers. Therefore, green HR practices, coupled with green strategic focus, would become the motivating factor for managers to exhibit a green TFL style. The linkage between green HRM and green TFL has been established in previous studies [1,12,41]. Moreover, scholars have argued that the organizational green strategies promote a green culture that is conducive to the applicability of the green TFL style. Based on the above-presented arguments, this study hypothesizes the following statement:

**Hypothesis 2 (H2). Green management initiatives positively influence green TFL.**
2.4. Green TFL and Employees’ Green Creativity

Transformational leaders use intellectual stimulation and inspirational motivation, which promote creativity and innovation [42,43]. Transformational leaders act as a champion in fostering innovative thoughts among the employees [44,45]. Leaders who are exhibiting transformational leadership style, stimulate out-of-the-box thinking and enable the workers to consider new ways of looking at an organizational issue [41,45]. Green TFL is a leadership behavior that is characterized by the provision of encouragement, clear vision, motivation, inspiration, and support for developmental needs in order to accomplish the organization’s environmental objectives [1,10].

Green TFL inspires individuals to acquire new skills and techniques [46] and stimulates their green innovation, which enables organizations to market eco-friendly products [47]. Additionally, green TFL persuades the employees to prefer organizational green objectives over their personal agenda and provides them with all the necessary resources required to create novel ideas for the betterment of the environment [6,10]. Thus, employees generate novel ideas when the leaders recognize and encourage their creative thoughts and transform innovative vision [48]. Hence, green TFL is necessary for leading and encouraging its staff to practice green innovation [21,40].

A leader with green values would certainly exert influence on the behavior of followers, which translates into employees’ pro-environmental behavior [49]. By developing good ties with the employees, a green transformational leader will raise the concerns of individuals regarding environmental problems through expressing their green thoughts. The authors of [1] conducted a study on employees working in small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and found that the green TFL promotes green innovation. Similarly, another research found that green TFL has a significant impact on the green creativity of individuals who are working in the Chinese IT industry [6]. This research explores the direct effect of green TFL on creativity and also proposes green management initiatives as an antecedent of green TFL. From the above-presented arguments, this study hypothesizes the following statement:

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Green TFL positively influences green creativity.

2.5. Mediating Effect of Green TFL

The organizational policies and initiatives are implemented through its workforce. Individuals exert efforts according to their specified role in the organizational hierarchy. Therefore, the top leaders play a prominent role in translating, communicating, and implementing green policies. However, in the absence of required resources and leadership capabilities, it is certainly not enough to have green strategies. The study in [50] maintained that transformational leadership implements the organizational initiative of bringing change in the culture.

Transformational leaders significantly influence the behavior of their followers [51,52]. Therefore, green TFL would exert considerable influence on their followers’ green behavior. Leaders usually direct and persuade their subordinates towards the achievement of organizational agendas [53], whereas the HR practices and organizational strategies promote an internal system on a bigger scale, which inspires the employees in a systematic way [54]. Hence, we can infer that both organizational interventions and leadership are required to manage employees, typically from different standpoints. The HR managers would create an atmosphere that is based on the green strategies and environmental focus of the firm. Drawing upon social information processing theory [23], this study posits that green management initiatives provide direction and support to the leaders, who then act according to the strategic direction of the firm. Therefore, operational managers would exhibit green TFL through which they will stimulate green creativity among the employees. On the other hand, the HR managers would perform a supporting role by hiring, promoting, and developing a green workforce in the organization. Besides the HR practices,
green strategies would require the operations managers to adopt green measures for the reduction of environmental footprint through the involvement of the green workforce.

Furthermore, scholars have found that the green TFL acts as an intervening variable for stimulating green creativity with the help of innovation-led organizational strategies [55]. Moreover, the environmental care agenda can be advanced through the exhibition of an environmentally specific leadership style [56]. In addition, the authors of [57] argued that the successful implementation of HR practices depends on the proximal HR outcome. Such proximal HR outcome mediates the relationship between HR practices and their intended outcome. Hence, green TFL can become the proximal HR outcome, which translates the green vision of the organization and instills the importance of adopting creative measures for the betterment of the environment. Thus, the following hypothesis is proposed:

**Hypothesis 4 (H4).** Green TFL mediates the relationship between green management initiatives and green creativity.

The conceptual model of the current study is depicted in Figure 1.
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**Figure 1.** Conceptual model.

### 3. Methodology and Measurement

#### 3.1. Sampling and Data Collection

Data were collected from the large manufacturing companies that are operating in the textile, sugar, and cement industries of Pakistan. Large manufacturing firms are now under immense pressure from environmental protection agencies to protect and preserve the environment, resulting in a greater willingness to pursue a green innovation strategy. Moreover, large manufacturing organizations have a well-organized human resource department that can play an effective role in devising and implementing a green strategy. Additionally, the production process of these firms may contaminate water resources, land, and air. Therefore, strict environmental regulations are applied to these firms. Lastly, stakeholders’ demand for the protection of the environment is mounting because the successful implementation of the green agenda largely depends on the operations performed by these manufacturing firms [58].

The criteria for the selection of participating manufacturing firms were based on the number of employees working in those organizations. Firms that had more than one thousand employees were chosen for this research. In addition, the ISO 14001 certified firms were selected for the data collection purpose. To comply with the ISO 14001 standards, organizations tend to ensure that the green management initiatives are implemented across all the functional areas [59]. Hence, it can be assumed that the managers would strictly follow and apply GHRM practices to further the organizational green agenda. Therefore, 250 ISO 14001 certified companies were contacted by sending emails to their HR managers. HR managers were briefed on the purpose of this investigation and made aware of the significance of their response. HR managers were asked to fill in the questionnaire related to green management initiatives, while production managers filled in survey questionnaires on employees’ green creativity and green TFL. The data were collected in two waves.
for mitigating the potential impact of common method variance (CMV) bias [60]. In the first wave, HR managers responded to green management initiatives and demographics, whereas production managers responded to green TFL. In the second wave, production managers were asked to provide details related to employees’ green creativity, along with managers’ demographic details. Several phone calls and e-mail reminders were used to prompt the managers for the provision of information. The data collection process lasted for three months. From 250 questionnaires, 203 questionnaires contained the required information. Finally, 203 questionnaires were used for the data analysis procedure.

CMV bias was alleviated by applying procedural and statistical measures. In procedural measures, a cover letter outlining the purpose and ensuring the confidentiality of the responses was attached [61]. According to [62], double-barreled and ambiguous questions pose problems in the comprehension stage; therefore, simple and clear wording was used in questions [60]. While applying statistical measures, the collinearity issue was assessed through values of variance inflation factors (VIFs). All values were in the acceptable range of < 3.3 suggested by [63]. Therefore, CMV bias was not a pervasive problem in the data. Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of 203 responses. Statistics showed that male managers outnumbered female managers, while most of the managers have a master’s degree and above.

### Table 1. Demographic attributes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HR Managers</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Production Managers</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>80.79%</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>93.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>19.21%</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>203</td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.93%</td>
<td>Below 35</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–40</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>51.23%</td>
<td>35–40</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>59.61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41–45</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>29.06%</td>
<td>41–45</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>30.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46–50</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12.81%</td>
<td>46–50</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 50</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.97%</td>
<td>Above 50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>203</td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13.79%</td>
<td>Bachelors</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>20.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>86.21%</td>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>79.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>203</td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2. Research Measures

A six-item scale developed by [5] was adopted to measure the perceptions of green TFL. The sample item includes “The leadership in my organization emphasizes the achievement of environmental goals”. This scale was also adopted by various scholars in their studies [1,21]. In this research, the value of Cronbach’s alpha was 0.894.

Green strategy implementation was measured through a seven-item scale developed by [64], which was also adapted by [16]. The sample item includes “Our company has integrated environmental issues into our strategic planning process”.

This study adopted a six-item scale to measure green HR practices, which was developed by [65]. It includes items such as “My company sets green goals for its employees”. Lastly, green creativity was measured through the scale developed by [5], and the value of Cronbach’s alpha was 0.91. This scale contains six items to measure the green creative behavior of employees. The scale was previously adopted by many researchers [6,10]. The sample item includes “This employee would find out creative solutions to environmental problems”.

In addition, prior studies have suggested that age and gender might also influence the employees’ green actions and behaviors [12,66]. Thus, demographic variables (i.e., gender and age) were controlled.

4. Data Analysis and Results

In order to check the hypothesized relationship of variables, this investigation applied the structural equation modeling technique through SmartPLS software. Following the suggestion of [67], SmartPLS was used because of its predictive nature. Moreover, SmartPLS delivers better results despite the small sample size [68]. In addition, SmartPLS also provides enhanced predictive relevance of the model [7].

4.1. Measurement Model

The reliability coefficient of instruments was calculated through Cronbach’s alpha value. All the values of Cronbach’s alpha were in the range of 0.835 to 0.901 (Table 2), which satisfied the criteria of >0.70 value [69]. The constructs used in this investigation had high composite reliability (CR), as the values of CR were in the range of >0.795 to 0.884. According to [70], values ranging from 0.7 to 0.9 are considered “good”. Furthermore, convergent validity was established through average variance extracted (AVE) and found values above 0.5 (Table 2). The study in [69] maintained that values ≥ 0.50 represent the convergent validity of constructs. Therefore, all measurement scales had CR and convergent validity.

Table 2. Composite reliability and convergent validity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cronbach’s Alpha</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>AVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green TFL</td>
<td>0.894</td>
<td>0.884</td>
<td>0.583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMI</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>0.621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC</td>
<td>0.835</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.565</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: GMI = green management initiatives; GC = green creativity.

Considering the recommendations of [68], the Heterotrait–Monotrait ratio of correlation (HTMT) was obtained to establish the discriminant validity of constructs used in this study. The values of HTMT were in the range of ≥0.637 to 0.681 (Table 3), which satisfied the criteria of <0.85 value suggested by [71]. Hence, the discriminant validity of scales was also established.

Table 3. The Heterotrait–Monotrait ratio of correlation (HTMT).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GMI</th>
<th>Green TFL</th>
<th>GC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMI</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green TFL</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.681</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: GMI = green management initiatives; GC = green creativity.

4.2. The Structural Model

SmartPLS software version 3.2 was used to run variance-based structural equation modeling. In order to evaluate the structural model, we analyzed the significance of path coefficients, coefficient of determination (R²), the effect size (f²), and predictive relevance of the effect size (Q²). Table 4 presents the results of direct and indirect relationships between variables. It was found that green management initiatives were significantly and positively influencing the green creativity of employees (H1) and green TFL (H2), while green TFL positively and significantly influenced green creativity (H3). Furthermore, the intervening effect of green TFL was empirically established in the green management initiatives–green creativity link (H4). Hence, all the hypotheses of our study were supported.
Table 4. Testing of hypotheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Beta Value</th>
<th>T Value</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GMI &gt; GC</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>2.824</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green TFL &gt; GC</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>3.625</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMI &gt; Green TFL</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>2.846</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMI &gt; Green TFL &gt; GC</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>3.662</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: GMI = green management initiatives; GC = green creativity.

In order to control the demographic variables’ effect, we followed the process outlined by [72]. The results of bootstrapping showed no significant impact of gender and age on the endogenous variable.

Moreover, the value of the R square was also calculated. The $R^2$ indicates the variance in the endogenous construct caused by the predictive variables of the exogenous constructs; this value ranges from zero to one. In the current study, values of R squares are 0.421 for TFL and 0.456 for GC, which means that 42% of the age change in TFL is caused by GMI, and 45.6% of the age change in GC is explained by GMI and TFL together.

Finally, to evaluate the predictive power of the model, we calculated $Q^2$. The Stone–Geisser test was run through the PLS-blindfolding technique. According to [73], the value of $Q^2$ should be greater than zero. The values of $Q^2$ for this study are 0.271 for TFL and 0.286 for, which are well above zero; hence, our model has a predictive relevance.

In order to test the mediation effect, this study has followed the procedure suggested by [74]. As shown in Table 4, this research found a significant indirect effect of green management initiatives on green creativity through green TFL. According to [75] “a significant indirect effect, is the only prerequisite for establishing a mediation effect”. In addition, the direct effect of green management initiatives was also significantly positive with green creativity. Therefore, the partial mediation of green TFL was established [74]. Moreover, both direct and indirect effects were significant and positive (i.e., in the same direction). Therefore, it indicated that green TFL only mediated a portion of the effect of green management initiatives on green creativity, while green management initiatives still explained a portion of green creativity, which is independent of the intervening variable [75]. According to [74], this type of mediation is called complementary partial mediation.

5. Discussion

This research has investigated the relationship between green management initiatives and green creativity through the intervening impact of green TFL. Previously, few studies have explored the synergetic effect of green strategy and green HR practices on green creativity, especially in the context of the Pakistani manufacturing sector. Pakistan is now one of the most greatly affected countries due to climate change and environmental pollution [76]. Thus, the context of this investigation becomes more important for practitioners. This study has explored and found a positive relationship between green management initiatives and green creativity. This result is in line with the previous research findings from various scholars [1,11,12,16,28]. This study also advances and supports previous findings wherein green TFL and green HRM were positively related [1,12] and green TFL positively influenced the employees’ green creativity [6,10,12]. Moreover, empirical evidence of green TFL as an intervening variable advances the current literature of leadership. Different scholars [6,56] have also found that leadership indirectly affects the green creativity of employees.

The results obtained in this investigation are valuable in the context of Asian countries because the manufacturing sector of Pakistan was previously ignored in investigating the impact of organizational green strategy on the green creative behavior of employees. Therefore, this study highlights the need for an effective green HR strategy within organizations of emerging markets. It also provides insights into the organizations operating in Asian countries as to how these firms can promote pro-environmental behaviors among their employees through the adoption of green HR strategies. Few scholars have researched the
implementation of green HRM in Chinese firms [33,65], and its effectiveness in Asian organizations was also established. However, the current literature also indicated that several contextual factors such as social conditions, industry characteristics, and national culture might affect the adoption and implementation of green HR strategies. Thus, Asian organizations should initiate those measures that are consistent with their country’s cultural norms and values. Furthermore, the findings of this investigation have several practical and theoretical implications for researchers, HR practitioners, and organizational leaders.

5.1. Theoretical Implications

The results of this study have implications that advance the theories used to underpin the proposed relationships. Drawing upon the componential theory of creativity [22], this research proposed that both the green strategy and green HR practices (green management initiatives) act as outside factors in promoting employees’ green creativity. Results have demonstrated that the organizational strategic focus plays an important role in the stimulation of creativity among individuals. Moreover, green TFL promotes green creative behavior by enhancing technical skills, cognitive skills, and intrinsic motivation (i.e., three inherently individual components proposed in the componential theory of creativity). While applying social information processing theory [23] to the link between green management initiatives and green TFL, it is found that the organizational strategic priorities create a corresponding culture, which requires the leaders to further the organizational agenda through relevant leadership styles. Furthermore, green HR activities, combined with the organizational green agenda, demonstrate strategic environmental concern. Thus, it can be implied that the leaders have a sense of their occupational culture, which influences their attitudes and actions.

This work has combined two important organizational elements (i.e., green strategy and green HR practices) and highlighted its synergetic influence on green creativity through the green TFL. Scholars [12,16,28] have emphasized the need for more empirical studies on the impact of organizational initiatives on green creativity. Therefore, this study has explored the relationship that was relatively overlooked by previous researchers. Additionally, the mediating impact of green TFL advances the leadership literature in a way that the green management initiatives serve as a contextual precursor of green TFL. Hence, it implies that the leaders advance the organizational vision and policies and ensure its successful implementation by exhibiting a relevant leadership style.

HRM and leadership have crucial roles to play in wreaking the creative potential of employees [77,78]. Previous studies [12,79,80] have explored the interaction impact of HR practices and leadership styles, while this work has uncovered that leadership can become a central element in the execution of HR policies. Therefore, it is suggested that the organizations should promote a green TFL style for the stimulation of employees’ green creativity. For doing so, organizations must demonstrate their environmental care through the creation of green strategies and motivate their managers to exhibit a green TFL style. Managers will then serve as catalysts to stimulate green creativity among workers.

5.2. Practical Implications

This study provides a range of key insights to policymakers and managers regarding how they can stimulate green creativity for the achievement of better outcomes. First, the green strategic focus of the firm would enhance its corporate image in the eyes of various stakeholders who have an increasing focus on environmental protection. Therefore, top managers must realize the importance of having green strategies in place to mitigate the stakeholders’ pressures. Likewise, a better corporate image will also meet the needs of customers who are more environmentally conscious. Moreover, initiatives for environmental care should not be treated as a financial burden; rather, it should be realized that green creativity may provide a competitive advantage to the firm. Resultantly, new green markets can also be served by targeting environmentally focused people.
The findings of this study suggest that the combination of green HR practices and green strategy influences green creativity. Hence, organizational policymakers should recognize the value of combined efforts required to further the green agenda. HR managers must ensure the compatibility of HR functions with the corresponding organizational green strategy. Furthermore, employees who are involved in green creative behaviors should be rewarded and retained. Training must be provided in order to make employees abreast of the latest practices for environmental conservation. Job descriptions of employees and managers should include critical success factors related to the exhibition of green behavior. The selection process should incorporate measurements through which pro-environmental behavior and environmental awareness of applicants can be gauged. In a nutshell, organizations are supposed to have a conducive green HR system that facilitates, encourages, and stimulates employees’ green creativity.

This study proposes that the managers should exhibit a green TFL style to develop green management initiatives and stimulate employees’ green creativity. Transformational leaders can better leverage pro-environmental behaviors when they receive full support from organizational strategy and the HR department. Hence, the development of green TFL relies heavily on the existence of green management initiatives. This provides valuable insight to top management that it requires a good green strategy to promote a green TFL style within the organization. Consequently, green TFL would help to achieve organizational green agenda through creative employees. Leaders may stimulate employees’ green creativity through multiple interventions such as rewarding green behavior, provision of autonomy to implement creative ideas, knowledge enhancement through training, and green team building.

5.3. Limitations and Directions for Future Research

This research has some limitations that will become suggestions for future research. First, this investigation was conducted in the manufacturing sector; therefore, it limits the generalizability of findings to other sectors. Hence, future research should extend this conceptual model in other sectors such as the information technology sector and the automobile sector, as both industries are experiencing green radical innovation to reduce carbon footprint. Second, this research has not explored the possible moderating effect of employees’ pro-environmental behavior; hence, future research may advance the findings of this study by incorporating employees’ level construct. Moreover, future studies should also incorporate employees’ perceptions of leadership style. Third, this study was based on the perception of organizational members only; therefore, future research should also obtain the perspective of external stakeholders such as customers and suppliers. Lastly, this research has identified the impact of only one leadership style, i.e., green TFL. Thus, future studies should also consider using other leadership styles, such as servant leadership and inclusive leadership.
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